Financial Planning for GLOBE Internship

• Airline costs
  - May be covered by an extremely generous scholarship program if an application submitted
• In-country travel
  - From airport to final destination
  - Possible daily costs of getting around
  - Possible sight-seeing / touring opportunities
• Lodging
  - Hotel, hostel, dorm, or home stay
  - May be a weekly, monthly, or full session fee
  - May be inclusive of meals (or some meals or no meals)
• Food
• Gifts / souvenirs
  - You may want to bring some gifts with you
• Medical
  - Pre-travel costs like immunizations
  - Medical emergencies
  - CISI travel insurance
• Local activities / entertainment / communications
• Language training

• You need to develop a budget plan and a plan to meet your budget
  - Costs can vary considerably by location

Start planning early       Start saving early